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Company History
Established in the year 2000, our workshop and offices
are located in Southampton, Hampshire, England. From
here Puma offer a personalised and professional engineering service with the emphasis on safety, quality and
customer satisfaction. Our varied client base requires
Puma to operate in a variety of markets covering pharmaceutical, petro-chemical, marine, water, gas and the
building service industry. Our scopes of services include,
but are not limited to;


Process Pipework fabrication and installation



Pipe Supports



Structural Steelwork



Skid Mounted Units



Vessel Manufacturing



Maintenance Contracts, Turnaround and Shutdown

Should you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact
us by going to our contact page.

Yours faithfully
For and on behalf of Puma Engineering & Construction Limited

Nigel Spafford — Managing Director

We have invested in both the latest equipment and a high quality workforce
to ensure we can compete with and better any other mechanical contractor.
We currently employ thirty eight skilled trades personnel who are full time
Puma employees and many of these are multi skilled.
We believe we can offer you an unrivalled mechanical engineering service
that will meet all your requirements in terms of price, quality, safety, and all
scheduled around you.
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Services
Puma complete contracts for both the fabrication and installation of process pipework and steelwork. Our management and supervisory team have
many years experience working on complex sites undertaking all types of
installation and commissioning activities. Our workforce are all time served
trades personnel and possess a wealth of site knowledge
Our technical capabilities allow us to produce the following
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Pipework Systems and supports in carbon, stainless, killed carbon,
aluminium, copper, hastalloy, chrome-molly's and other exotic
materials. Our welders are all fully coded to ASME IX and BS EN
287 standards.



Vessels are produced and CE marked by Puma to PD5500, again
our coded welders allow Puma to manufacture vessels in a
variety of materials all in accordance to PED Regulations.



Structural Steelwork is manufactured installed to customer requirements. If requested Puma can manage the process from
initial design through to installation with all the necessary stress
calculations and production drawings



Skid Mounted Units are manufactured for a variety of processes
such as Oil, Steam and Air systems, Gas Scrubber Units, Chemical
Wash Plants and Water filtration systems. Our clients have a
complete system on one steel frame and all they have to do is
drop it in place, Puma offer installation of the completed skids also
where required

Maintenance
Puma currently hold several maintenance contracts within the Petro-chemicall
market. These require immediate turnaround of off-site fabricated equipment
covering all disciplines offered by Puma.
Emergency call out repairs is another service often called
upon by Puma clients.
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Manufacture & Install New Road Unloading Facility M&E at Fawley Power Station
Project title: Offshore De-Aerator Skid
Client : Hamworthy Combustion, (Enquest)
Contract Value : £ 700k
Duration : 10 Weeks
Client Contact : Nick Greenwood
Brief Outline :
Puma were engaged to complete the fabrication and construction of the module
detailed above. This included the manufacture of the skid, manufacture of the pipe
work, complete assembly of all components including the electrical aspects
providing the client with a complete one stop shop turnkey solution
The individual modules were constructed at our main workshop, transported to
our dockside facility where it was assembled, finally welded and painted.
The pipe work also followed the same procedure and was installed with the free
issue equipment provided by the client
Our Services Included:

Skid manufacture
Pipe work manufacture
Painting
Assembly
Installation of all equipment
Electrical installation
Final testing
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Project title: Manufacture of offshore hydro-carbons treatments package for an FPSO
Client : Schlumberger / Perenco
Contract Value : £ 450k
Duration : 12 weeks
Client Contact : Marcin Kapinski
Brief Outline :
Puma engineering were engaged to fabricate the complete package including
the vessels, pipe work and skid base, all fully treated and then assembled at
our works. Upon completion and following testing the unit was broken down
and packed to allow for onward sea freight
As part of the turnkey solution offered by Puma engineering we were also heavily
involved in the finite design of the package to ensure operability of the finished
unit.

Skid manufacture
Pipe work manufacture
Vessel manufacture
Painting
Assembly
Installation of all equipment
Electrical installation
Final testing
Breakdown for packing & shipping
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Manufacture 5 off 99 Bar Silencers

Perforated Sheeting
Allowing Noise Into the
RockWall

Carbon Steel Outer Shell

First Layer of RockWall Sound
P r o o fi n g
Second Layer of Perforated
Sheeting Allowing Noise
Into the RockWall

The absorptive silencer is the classic dissipative design,
obtaining its noise control properties from the basic fact
that noise energy is effectively "absorbed" by various
types of fibrous packing materials. More technically, as
sound waves pass through the spaces between the
tightly-packed small diameter fibres of the absorptive
material, the resulting viscous friction dissipates the
sound energy as small amounts of heat.

Space Between Outer and Inner
Vessels
Second Layer of
R ockWal l

Inner Vessel Wall
Dished Ends of Inner Vessel

The flow area through the silencer must be sufficient to accommodate
the maximum flow without imposing excessive pressure drop.
Data required: Air Flow
Rate (actual CFM)
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (psig)
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Design, Manufacture and Install New Cellruptor Skid Unit - Esholt, Leeds
Project title: Manufacture & Install Esholt TW Cellruptor Skid Unit
Client : Eco-Solids / Barhale
Contract Value : £ 16 0k
Duration : 6 weeks
Client Contact : Jake Spooner / Molly Geoghegan
Brief Outline :

The Cellruptor process is sized and designed according to the volumetric flow
rates of the feedstock material most suited to this form of pre-treatment. For
wastewater treatment plants using the activated sludge process, this would
be the Surplus Activated Sludge (SAS). Because of this every unit is different,
which means that every site has a unique unit for that environment running
efficiently and productivity as possible.

Puma had to design, manufacture and install all the required pressure vessels,
Pipework & Skid Frames. This project started out as a 18 week contract but
quickly became a 6 week all hands on production.
This Tight Deadline left no room for errors and demanded 1 00% commitment
not only from us but from our trusted sub-contactors.
Because Puma has a dedicated Design and Engineering department, we were
able to keep ahead of the production to maximise the every working hour in the
reduced time period. This required 24 hour working from all our staff to ensure
we achieved the end date.
Our in house planning team were able to accurately asses when we needed to
book onsite Radiography and book Transport, minimising and chance of any
down time on the project. This was important because we needed to black build
the unit to ensure all pipework fitted, to do a hydro test and deliver the unit to
site with the time frame required.
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Unit 9, Westwood Business Park, Brunel Road, Southampton.
The new facility has been extensively refurbished and modified to suit todays modern requirements in support of the industry. These improvements and
conscious alterations to enhance production and safety are instrumental in the company’s’ philosophy for continual improvement. A noteworthy factor in
our relocation is that it has now provided us with the ability to work double shifts and in the event of an extremely high workload it will allow us to
instigate night shifts to provide customers with the turnaround times that they require to maintain their output. This has also further enhanced our
production methods and monitoring whereby we can show improved efficiencies on all fronts which ultimately can be realised by Puma and our clients.
Workshop Specifics
15,000 square foot facility, comprises of a 1 acre plot benefiting from an extensive secure external areas which can be used for the storage of materials,
laydown areas, hydro-testing and the construction of large modular units. The workshop has a state of the art curtain system often seen within the
nuclear manufacturing industry which when installed allows the production of exotic materials in a clean ferrous free environment. The curtain contains a
positive pressure filter system which ensures a double boundary is created against any ferrous particles being able to penetrate the clean workshop
environment.
The workshop has 2 off 5 ton cranes which can work in tandem to lift 10 tons. Multiple cutting and prepping machines are set out to ensure all sizes,
material grades of pipe and steel sections are cut and prepared to tight tolerances. 10 ton, 5 ton, 2 ton, 1 ton and ½ ton manipulators. Rotators are used
to ensure that the piping spools are manufactured using the very best productive methodology. Rollers from 5 ton to 30 ton plus are used for the
fabrication and welding of pressure vessels.
The Workshop fabrication and welding bays have been carefully set out to ensure the diversity of our clients requirements can be met simultaneously.
The Shop can be set out in a number of ways to ensure multifaceted production can take place. Puma Engineering also has a joint venture with
Bladerunner which allows the use of multiple 20 ton counter balance forklifts which enables a capacity of 60 plus tons. (section on Bladerunner) Lifting
plans using skate systems have been used on a regular basis to fabricate offshore modules and process skids varying in weight from 1 – 200 tons.
The additional facility at Southampton Docks enables offshore packages and very large process skids to be modularly built at our works and transported
to dockside for final assembly. The dockside facility has 2 off 200 ton crawler cranes which can be used to lift the completed units onto either barges for
transportation to deep water or directly onto the vessel nominated for final destination shipment.

CAD Design
Puma aim to offer a professional and cost effective range of CAD design and draughting services.
Our team of CAD design engineers share over a several decades of manufacturing experience
between them, ensuring they have the knowledge to provide a quality solution to your engineering
design resource issues.
To provide you with the highest quality engineering design services possible, we host a wide range
of the very latest in 2D and 3D CAD software, ensuring we can produce engineering drawings to the
highest standard. If you are looking to outsource CAD design, Puma will provide a total quality and
reliable sub contract engineering design service. Our quality is built upon the basis of taking on
highly experienced, committed and respected CAD design engineers.
We pride ourselves on putting the client first at all times offering honest, trustworthy services which
are communicated well with our clients throughout the design process. This is why our clients come
back to us time and time again

'Puma don't just build, we also design. Share the challenge minimize the
risk
Fred Cadogan— Design & Engineering Dept.
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Safety

Health, Safety and the Environment are given the highest priority. This is demonstrated by the use of our safety management system that ensures all
personnel are made aware of their responsibilities further enhanced by the ustilisation of our standard method statements, risk assessments and regular
toolbox talks ensures this is communicated to all personnel. Puma have just completed the milestone of 1,000,000 man hours without a worse than first
aid incident.
All workers, whether they are permanent staff, agency or contract ors, need to be aware of issues that affect their health and safety at work.
We are all about helping our workers become more aware of the health and safety issues that affect them and their responsibil ities, so they
can play their part in improving health and safety in the workplace.
Worker involvement on health and safety is simply a two -way process where our employees:
 Talk to one another.
 Listen to one another concerns.
 Raise concerns and solve problems together.
 Seek and share views and information.
 Discuss issues in good time consider what everyone has to say.
 Make decisions together.

Talking to, listening to and involving our employees with safety helps to:
 Make our workplace healthier and safer
 Improve performance
 Raises standards

Getting involved in safety does not have to be complicated; we pride
ourselves on our safety performance and are always looking of ways to
improve

www.Puma-Eng.co.uk
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Training

Puma are committed to the development of its workforce and have a defined training
programme which includes the following as a minimum.












Fully coded welders witnessed by Lloyds to ASME IX and BS EN 287.
Confined space working.
Mobile scaffold erection
Abrasive wheel.
Manual Handling
CCNSG safety passport.
Forklift operators.
Appointed persons.
First aiders.
Simple rigging & slinging
Aerial platforms



To ensure that all employees have the necessary skills and knowledge to
perform their job effectively.



To enable employees to acquire new skills and knowledge to increase job
satisfaction and assist career development.



To ensure that employees understand the company's objectives' policies
and procedures

Puma Engineering & Construction Ltd believes that the training of employees is key to the success of the Practice and development and growth of our business.
The Partners are committed to providing each member of staff with the correct training tailored to their particular discipline. In addition to th is Puma
are committed to ensuring that all staff work towards achieving recognised qualifications and where appropriate, memberships for Engineering Institutions.

'Puma maintain a fully skilled and efficient workforce, able to respond flexibly to meet any current and future any business objectives.'
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Quality

Quality at Puma encompasses every activity we undertake, from initial receipt of a customer enquiry through to contract completion. Our Quality Management
System has been accredited by Lloyds to BS EN ISO 9 001:2 000 for 9 years. We have clear and defined quality objectives to provide a quality product first time
every time and have just gained PED certification to allow us to CE mark pressure vessels and pipework in accordance with the Pressure Equipment Directive
97/23/EC.module H1.
In keeping with today's demanding requirements we provide a full quality assured package including materials tractability, weld maps, radiography reports and
pressure testing certificates, which completely comply with all current industry standards
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For more information or to view one of the following:


Pipework



Steelwork



Skid Units



Design
Please visit our Web page: www.Puma-Eng.co.uk
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